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new apps will be built in the 

next 5 years - more than all 

apps built in the last 40 years.1

Custom code isn’t keeping up with 

business demand

Tech talent 
limitations 

Ground up software 
development takes time

Surging digital 
demand 

Security & 
compliance risks

1. IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2020 Predictions. October 2019. 

2. Gartner, Forecast Analysis: Low Code development Technologies. January, 2021.

of new applications developed 

by enterprises will use low 

code or no-code technologies 

by 2025. – Gartner2

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US45599219&pageType=PRINTFRIENDLY


Business and IT challenges

Budget

constraints

Time and resource 

constraints

Rising customer 

expectations
Paper

processes

New digital

business models

IT/business 

partnership

Limited

agility

Need for 

differentiation

Technical skills 

shortages

Security and 

compliance risks



The app gap challenge
A growing demand for apps - but not enough developers to build them

new apps will be built in the next 5 years –

more than all apps built in the last 40 years!1

Faster demand for mobile apps than IT 

departments can deliver.2

of organizations struggle to find technical 

talent to build applications.3

More than 

1 Million

1 IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2020 Predictions. Doc # US 45599219, October 2019
2 Gartner, How to Deliver Enterprise Mobile Apps Faster – 2017
3 Patrick Moorhead, Microsoft goes all-in on hybrid Cloud and Edge at Ignite 2019, citing Indeed survey, Forbes.com, Nov 2019

https://www.forbes.com/sites/moorinsights/2019/11/11/microsoft-goes-all-in-on-hybrid-cloud-and-edge-at-ignite-2019/#6f25287960d2


Power Apps + Azure
Deeply integrated for faster app development

Meet 
demand faster

Build apps quickly with easy 
pro-dev customization, 

reusable components, and low 
code development and 

deployment tools. 

Reduce 
your costs

Reduce cost by leveraging 
your existing investments, 

saving on development costs, 
and democratizing 
app development.

Seamless app 
management

Built-in security, governance, 
and compliance capabilities 
enable users to seamlessly 

manage their Power 
Apps solutions.

Effortless integration 
and extensibility

Over 350 out of the box 
connectors and integration with 
Azure services make it simple 
to integrate and extend your 

Power Apps solutions.

Power Apps provides a low-code approach to rapidly build apps for any device, while seamlessly working with your Azure-based 

services through a rich extensibility model. 



Partner with Kyndryl to accelerate 

your digital transformation onto the 

Microsoft Power Platform
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Workshop Agenda

• Get started

• Project team

• Executive sponsorship

• Adoption strategy and vision

• Success criteria

• Readiness

Envision > Onboard > Scale

• By driving adoption of Microsoft Power Platform, you can deliver an excellent user 
experience and increased business value inside your company. 

• Identify team by recruiting multi-disciplinary colleagues comprising of executive 
sponsors, technical talent, core stakeholders, change agents, and champions.

• Provide executive visibility of business value and impact of Power Platform 
solutions.

• Establish Power Platform as a key part of the overall digital transformation 
strategy with organization wide initiatives to deliver apps at scale.

• Define what a successful low-code adoption looks like to you and your 
organization

• Determine the overall organizational readiness including leadership alignment,  
user groups, and technical, governance, support, and feedback channels.

Desired Outcomes



The partnership

Together, our strategic partnership with 

Microsoft supercharges our customer-first 

focus, empowering enterprises with the 

best technical expertise, service 

excellence and ability to innovate in the 

market to help you solve your biggest 

challenges.

We offer deep operational knowledge, 

born out of our experience in managing 

the most complex workflows in the world. 

We understand the technologies that 

power the work you need to do, and how 

to optimize those technologies as your 

business needs change. 

Kyndryl’s advanced specializations:

• Kubernetes on Microsoft Azure

• SAP on Microsoft Azure 

• Analytics on Microsoft Azure

Benefits
Expertise: 

• Kyndryl has deep experience across all 

industries in integrating enterprise 

services with the Microsoft Cloud. We 

rank in Microsoft’s Top 5 partners with the 

most certifications, globally. 

• Our Microsoft University for Kyndryl

enables us to continue to expand our 

skills.

Innovation: 

• Kyndryl/Microsoft Joint Innovation Lab 

showcases cloud-based solutions in 

experiential demo environments, enabling 

agile experimentation and new products/ 

services development.

Speed: 

• Co-creation of joint solutions helps you get 

to market faster and deliver cloud 

experiences from the edge to application

Trust

• Our joint partner network to empower our 

ability to continually solve your biggest 

challenges. The right partners, for the right 

use case, at the right time 

Power Platform Solutions

Our Power Platform Workshops are 

designed to create efficiencies in the 

workplace and increase employee 

productivity.

• Power Apps in a Day Workshop

• Robotic Process Automation in a Day 

Workshop

• Power Virtual Agents in a Day 

Workshop

• Dashboard in a Day Workshop

Why partner with Kyndryl and Microsoft?

Learn more about the partnership.

Business Outcomes

• Accelerate digital transformation to 

Microsoft Power Platform for faster ROI 

and better workflow automation

• Empower flexible, modern work 

environments

• Leverage Microsoft Cloud to automate 

for increased productivity

• Unlock maximum business value from 

technology investments


